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Investment strategies for uncertain
times: the Kathrein Yield+
Kathrein Statement

High inﬂation and low interest rates are currently having a negative
impact on many asset classes. While bonds were often able to
compensate for periods of weakness in equities in the past, this is not
the case in the current environment. Today, we present a strategy of
Kathrein Privatbank that has proven its worth even in this environment.
From the frying pan into the ﬁre
Those who ﬂed from falling share prices into bonds this year came out of
the frying pan into the ﬁre. Ultra-low interest rates and high inﬂation
ﬁgures put all bond categories under pressure. You have to go way back
in history to ﬁnd comparable losses in bonds. The ﬁrst oil crisis in 1973
and the second in 1979/80 led to comparable declines. At that time,
however, the price losses were partly cushioned by signiﬁcantly higher
coupons. If one is looking for a comparable period with similarly negative
real yields (i.e. current yield minus current inﬂation), one has to go back
to over 1945.
Even those who sought their salvation in shorter maturities did not come
away with a black zero. It is all the more pleasing that one Kathrein fund
in particular was able to make an exception here: the Kathrein Yield+.
This even caught the eye of the German WirtschaftsWoche. The
publication recently compared the Kathrein Yield+ with around 50 funds
of the major providers in the ﬁeld of money market and short-dated Euro
bonds and came to the conclusion that none of these funds has been
able to keep up with the performance of the Yield+ since the beginning
of the year or over a period of three years. So what makes the fund so
unique compared to these other, also very defensive, funds?

The recipe for success
The Yield+ invests only in short corporate bonds and ﬂoating rate notes.
However, the di erence is made by an overlay management that is
tailored to the security needs of this asset class. What does this mean? In
the fund we have the possibility to go long and also short bond markets,
currencies and equity markets in small doses, i.e. to bet on rising or
falling prices. This ﬂexibility gives the fund the opportunity to generate
additional income in both rising and falling prices. This is a recipe for
success in phases like these.
The bulk of the rise in yields may now be behind us, although a stock
market slump or recession fears would actually cause yields to fall again.
However, if inﬂation remains at a higher level for longer, contrary to
current forecasts, upward pressure on yields will increase again. Further
increases in yields have a negative impact on bond prices. However,
stable higher yields also provide stable returns in the future. The fund
beneﬁts from longer trends in both rising and falling bonds, currencies
and equity markets.
Contact your private banker for more information.
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About us

Contact

Kathrein Privatbank AG, headquartered in Vienna's ﬁrst district,

Adress:

was founded by Carl Kathrein in 1924 and is one of the leading

Wipplingerstraße 25

private banks in the German-speaking countries. Our core

1010 Vienna, Austria

competence lies in the management of private, corporate and
institutional assets as well as the assets of private foundations. As

+43 1 53451 0

a subsidiary of Rai eisen Bank International AG, Privatbank o ers

privatbank@kathrein.at

the advantages of a ﬂexible, independent as well as serviceoriented institution and the security of a stable, international
banking group.
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Disclaimer

This document is for your information only and is therefore not subject to the provisions of the WAG 2018, which are intended for the dissemination of ﬁnancial
analyses. The content of this document represents the in-house opinion of Kathrein Privatbank Aktiengesellschaft, it is not legally binding and does not constitute a
recommendation to act or an o er to buy or sell securities or other ﬁnancial instruments.
An investment decision regarding any securities or other ﬁnancial instruments should only be made on the basis of a consultation and not solely on the basis of this
communication.
Although we believe that the third-party sources relied upon for this communication are reliable, we cannot assume any liability for the completeness, accuracy or
timeliness of the information reproduced herein.
The analyses and conclusions are of a general nature and therefore do not take into account the individual needs of investors in terms of return objectives and risk
tolerance.

